International Spring School on Sustainable Development 2014

30th March – 5th April 2014
Týnec nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

The Charles University Environment Center invites students of any academic discipline studying at the late Bachelor or Master level at a university outside Prague to enrol on this international course with lecturers from a number of European universities.

The course will place an emphasis on learning while having fun. It will take a systemic view on sustainable development and will touch upon the following themes:

• Natural systems – Water, Climate change, Nature conservation
• Resources – Sustainable energy, Waste
• Sustainable consumption and production - Decoupling, Sustainable tourism

For more information visit the MOSUR website or the MOSUR Sustainability Fieldtrips page on Facebook. Register here.

If you have any questions, please contact Dana Kapitulčinová at Dana.Kapitulcinova@czp.cuni.cz